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Square Volte
A misleading term for a preparatory exercise 
to the pirouette—ridden on a square.

How It’s Supposed to Look  The term “square volte” is really an 
oxymoron. A volte is perfectly round; a square has four straight 
edges. These don’t fit together! However, we’ll keep the name 
as it is since it’s still commonly used.

Often, in the middle of the arena, you ride a square with 
sides that are roughly the same length (see diagram). In each 
corner of the square, you ride a quarter-pirouette around the 
horse’s inside hind leg. From there, you ride straight toward 
the next corner of the square, perform another quarter-
pirouette in that corner, and so on. It is ridden at the walk and 
canter only.

Most Common Mistakes  The Horse: is crooked along the sides of 
the square; goes against the rider’s inside leg in the corners; 
falls out with his haunches in the corners; exhibits rhythm 
mistakes; pivots (“plants” both hind legs); “throws” himself 
around his hind end. The Rider: doesn’t position the horse’s 
hindquarters properly in the corners.

Correct Aids  The aids are somewhat different depending on 
whether the square volte is ridden at the walk or canter. At the 
walk, the horse begins on a straight line. Just before the first 
corner of your imaginary square, slightly flex the horse to the 
inside. Now lead the horse with the inside rein into a 90-degree 
turn and add a bit more weight to your inside seat bone while at 
the same time applying pressure with the inside leg at the girth. The outside leg is positioned behind 
the girth to keep the hindquarters in place. This way, you guide the horse around a quarter-pirouette 
in two or three steps, then ride straight ahead on the next straight line of the square by releasing 
flexion and bend, and driving with both legs at the girth. 
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In the square volte, you ride two 
to three horse lengths straight 
ahead in between the “corners.”
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At the canter, the aids are similar; however, you sit more on your inside seat bone. When 
beginning the quarter-volte, you must increase your weight shift slightly more emphatically than 
you would at the walk, and then you return to center after the turn.

Goal of the Movement  Riding square voltes increases the horse’s obedience to the rider’s legs. The 
horse learns to accept the rider’s inside leg instead of simply “throwing” himself sideways into 
the turn. Square voltes are not a “must” in training; however, they are a great exercise to prepare 
the horse for walk and canter pirouettes later on, and also a great corrective exercise if and when 
pirouettes go wrong.

Fast Facts  Exercise for the work phase of a schooling session; can be ridden at various degrees of 
collection; ridden at walk and canter only; builds strength; schools obedience to leg.

Pyramid Factor  Rhythm*, relaxation/suppleness*, contact*, impulsion*, straightness**, collection**.
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Riding a square volte.
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